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Abstract.  
Evidence from animal models suggest that t-tubule changes may play an important role in 
the contractile deficit associated with heart failure. However samples are usually taken at 
random with no regard as to regional variability present in failing hearts which leads to 
uncertainty in the relationship between contractile performance and possible t-tubule 
derangement. Regional contraction in human hearts was measured by tagged cine MRI 
and model fitting. At transplant, failing hearts were biopsy sampled in identified regions 
and immunocytochemistry was used to label t-tubules and sarcomeric z-lines. Computer 
image analysis was used to assess 5 different unbiased measures of t-tubule 
structure/organization. In regions of failing hearts that showed good contractile 
performance, t-tubule organization was similar to that seen in normal hearts, with 
worsening structure correlating with the loss of regional contractile performance. Statistical 
analysis showed that t-tubule direction was most highly correlated with local contractile 
performance, followed by the amplitude of the sarcomeric peak in the Fourier transform of 
the t-tubule image.  Other area based measures were less well correlated. We conclude 
that regional contractile performance in failing human hearts is strongly correlated with the 
local t-tubule organization. Cluster tree analysis with a functional definition of failing 
contraction strength allowed a pathological definition of ‗t-tubule disease‘. The regional 
variability in contractile performance and cellular structure is a confounding issue for 
analysis of samples taken from failing human hearts, although this may be overcome with 
regional analysis by using tagged cMRI and biopsy mapping.  
 
Abbreviations:  
cMRI= tagged cine magnetic resonance imaging 
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ROI = regions of interest 
EKG = electrocardiogram 
HF = heart failure 
PFA = paraformaldehyde fixative 
WGA = wheat germ agglutinin 
TT = t-tubule 
%Cc = percentage circumferential contraction/shortening 
 
1. Introduction 
The transverse tubules (or t-tubules - TTs) of ventricular myocytes serve to rapidly conduct 
the cardiac action potential into the cell interior to allow near synchronous Ca2+ release 
and contraction [1,2]. TTs can become disorganized and/or lost in animal models of heart 
failure (for review see [2,3]) and the loss of TTs results in dyssynchronous Ca2+ release 
which has been implicated in the contractile deficit of failing myocardium (e.g. [4-6]). 
Equivalent data for human heart failure is lacking and in view of concerns as to the validity 
of some animal models for heart failure [7] and the different organization of the TT system 
in humans compared to smaller animals (e.g. [1,2,8]), data on the extent of possible TT 
changes in human failure and linkage to contractile performance is highly desireable.  
The extent of possible TT loss or reorganization in human heart failure is unclear. Some 
studies have shown less dense but more dilated TTs [2,3,9-12] while others have reported 
no change in TT area or volume [4-6,13]. Furthermore, in electron microscopic studies, 
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both TT proliferation [7,14] and loss have been reported [15] while in explanted hearts, no 
significant TT loss compared to isolated cells was detected [16].  
Magnetic resonance imaging studies have shown that contractile performance in the failing 
myocardium is not uniform [17,18]. We hypothesized that variability in the reported extent 
of TT remodelling in human (compared to small animal models) might be related to a 
sampling problem; regions with poor contractile performance might have a different TT 
structure than regions with stronger contraction and there is heterogeneity in the 
morphology of TTs in individual patients [10]. Further support for this idea is provided by a 
rodent study where the extent of contractile deficit was correlated with TT loss [19]. To 
directly test our hypothesis, we exploited a novel tagged cMRI analysis system coupled 
with a geometry based tissue sampling method [20] followed by cytochemistry to label TTs 
and sarcomeres. The resulting images were subjected to detailed image processing to 
enable a statistical analysis of the relationship between systolic shortening and TT metrics. 
These novel methods and data identify the best metrics for analysing TT changes and 
show, for the first time, the relationship between contraction and TT organization in human 
HF.  
2. Methods.  
2.1 Ethics, cMRI and biopsy sampling 
This study was carried out with the informed, written consent of heart transplant recipients 
or from the families of organ donors as approved by the New Zealand Health and Disability 
Ethics Committee (NTY/05/08/050). Normal tissue samples were obtained from 
unmatched organ donors. Patients on the cardiac transplantation list with non-ischemic 
endstage heart failure were imaged with tagged spatial modulation of magnetization 
(SPAMM) cine magnetic resononance imaging (cMRI) with a 1.5T scanner (Siemens 
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Vision). Regions of interest (ROI) were identified from analysis of circumferential strains in 
short axis images [21]. Short and long axis untagged cine images were used to create a 
3D model of the heart with fudicial markers: Aortic valve, mitral valve, tricuspid valve, 
pulmonary valve, fibrous base, apex, septum and left ventricle. Superimposed onto the 
model were the ROI identified in the tagged cMRI sequences. For access to the custom 
software contact the authors. From the 3D model an azimuthal map was created to guide 
tissue sampling of the explanted heart as described elsewhere [20]. Subsequently, at 
transplantation, tissue samples were obtained directly from the operating theatre using the 
map and immediately fixed in PFA, cryo-protected in sucrose and stored at -80°C. cMRI 
was not possible for the normal tissue donors but all donors had a clinically normal echo 
and EKG. Normal values for tagged MRI and circumferential strain analysis is typically 
~20% [22,23] and all biopsy samples from normal patients are assumed to have generated 
this strain.  
2.2 Sectioning and ﬂuorescent labelling 
Frozen 20 µm sections were cut on a Leica CM 1900 cryostat and mounted on polylysine 
coated coverslips for immunohistochemistry. Cardiac myocytes were labelled for the Z-line 
(α-actinin) and t-tubules using wheat germ agglutinin (WGA) using our standard methods 
[10]. Sections were then incubated with mouse IgG1 anti α-actinin (1/250, A7811 Sigma-
Aldrich) overnight at 4˚C. After washing, the sections were incubated with goat anti mouse 
IgG1 Alexa Fluor 488, and WGA Alexa Fluor 647 (Life Technologies) at room temperature 
for 2 h (1/200 dilution).  
2.3 Confocal microscopy and image processing 
Fluorescent images of labelled tissue sections were recorded with a Zeiss LSM710 
confocal microscope using a Zeiss 60x NA 1.4 oil-immersion objective. Images were 
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acquired with a pixel spacing of 90 nm. Sections which contained cells in a longitudinal 
orientation were used to obtain at least five randomly selected images covering a field of 
200 x 200 µm. From each of these images, 10 myocytes were then segmented manually 
for t-tubule analysis.  
Spatial frequency image analysis is used as one metric TT structure [24]. The t-tubule 
images were converted to frequency space using a fast Fourier transform. The height of 
the peak in the power spectrum corresponding to the sarcomere spacing (at ~0.6 /µm) was 
then estimated by fitting a Gaussian (Tpower) as illustrated in Figure 1A. An eqivalent 
analysis was performed on images of α-actinin to generate a measure of Z-line integrity 
but this was not correlated with %Cc and not explored further, although limited dislocations 
in Z-lines are apparent across the cell .[25] 
A second measure of TT abundance is the factional area occupied by TT staining 
(illustrated in Figure 1B). This was was measured by applying a simple median filter (3x3 
pixels) to reduce noise followed by thresholding at the modal intensity plus one standard 
deviation and measuring the fraction of pixels above this threshold in the cell image to give 
Tarea, as illustrated in Figure 1C. 
Tarea depends on both the apparent width of the TTs and their length.  A third estimate of 
TT abundance was made by taking thresholded image used for Tarea and calculating the 
fractional area occupied by the topological skeleton (Tskel) [24,26]. (see Figure 1D). This 
measure should more closely reflect the (projected) average length of TTs while Tarea/Tskel 
should should reflect the (possible) dilation of TT widths (note that the diameter of many 
TTs in human are above the limit of optical resolution [10]).  
We previously reported that in human HF, TTs can change direction to become less 
transverse in orientation [10]. The local angle of TT elements was calculated as follows:  
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At each pixel within the topological skeleton used to calculate Tskel, a 5x5 pixel ROI was 
extracted, and the angle of this subregion found from the first principal component of the 
skeleton points in the ROI by singular value decomposition and the angle of the line of 
best fit was calculated from the coefficients of the principal axis vector.  TT segments at 0° 
angle were parallel to the cells longitudinal axis while those at 90° angle were orthogonal 
(or transverse) to the cells longitudinal axis (see Figure 1E). The fraction of measured TT 
angles between 60 and 120 degrees were grouped as being ‗transverse‘ (T60-120). This 
algorithm was implemented in the python programming language using the numpy and 
scipy packages.  
An additional related measure was obtained by applying horizontal and vertical Sobel 
filters to the topological skeleton (Fig. 1F). The directionality of the skeleton was then 
expressed as T/(T + L) where T and L are the number of positive pixels left by the 
transverse and longitudinal filters, giving a simple measure (Tfilt) of the relative transverse 
directionality of the TT network. This method is conceptually simpler and faster than the 
more precise T60-120 metric or the average direction of TTs calculated from cross 
correlation with a line mask [10] and Tfilt can be calculated using most image processing 
packages.  
2.4 Statistical analyses 
Values presented in the text and figures are mean and standard error. Regression as well 
as classification analysis with the mclust package [27] were carried out in R. 
3. Results.  
3.1 Tagged cine MRI and local contraction. 
Figure 2A shows a slice from a typical short axis tagged cMRI sequence of the left 
ventricle from a diseased heart (with clinical diagnosis of idiopathic dilated 
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cardiomyopathy). From the fitted model dimensions, regions were selected for subsequent 
sampling (at transplant). Figure 2B shows typical shortening from the regions shown in 
panel A. The marked difference in contractile performance between regions is apparent 
with slowed contraction and lower peak shortening in both regions compared to a normal 
heart (blue trace). Figure 2C shows regional samples of peak contraction from healthy 
volunteers and heart failure patients. While normal hearts showed typically 20% 
circumferential contraction (Cc), regions of differing contraction were present with the 
lowest being ~15% Cc. This is within the range previously reported for normal hearts [28] 
but the diseased hearts generally showed much lower strains with some regions barely 
contracting during systole [17].  
3.2 Human TT labelling in regions with different contraction. 
Using our tissue sampling method [20], we took samples from regions with different strains 
and carried out immunocytochemistry (see Methods). Figure 3A shows exemplar confocal 
sections of cell surface labelling (WGA) from a normal heart compared to strongly (Cc > 
12%) and weakly (Cc < 1.8%) contracting regions from diseased hearts (Figures 3B and 
3C respectively). It is visually apparent that there is a loss in TT abundance and 
organization with disease which appears to parallel the loss of systolic contraction. In 
contrast to this variable loss of TTs in diseased hearts, the regular sarcomeric actinin 
labelling was well preserved in the same regions (compare Figures 3D,E,F with Figures 
3A,B,C respectively). Therefore, the loss in TT organization and contractile performance 
was not simply related to a reduction in sarcomeric organization. Additional lower 
magnification images of TT labelling from patients are shown in Figure 4, which confirms 
the impression of a general loss and disruption of regular TT labelling with worsening 
contraction. 
3.3 TT metrics and regional contraction.  
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The labelled sections were then analysed with the algorithms described in Methods. The 
results of this analysis are shown in Figure 5 for all patients and samples; the 4 normal 
hearts are shown in black at 20% Cc and uniques colors for each HF patient (with key to 
color given in the figure legend). Each metric captured differect aspects of the TT 
derangement; Tpower being related to both longitudinal regularity and abundance, Tarea both 
TT width and abundance, Tskel TT length and the new measures Tfilt and T60-120 reporting 
TT transverse directionality. Figure 5A shows Tpower for all samples and there is a clear 
positive correlation between shortening and Tpower, although a high degree of variability 
both within and between patients is evident. Nevertheless for each HF patient (identified 
by unique colored circles), the visual impression of decreasing t-tubule abundance with 
worsening contraction is maintained. An alternative measure of the TT extent within the 
cell is provided by thresholding and measuring the percentage of pixels containing t-tubule 
label (Tarea) [13,16]. This measure was also correlated with contraction (Figure 5B) with 
increased scatter possibly reflecting dilation of remaining t-tubules (see below). The 
dilation issue is removed by constructing the topological skeleton (Figure 5C), but this did 
not obviously reduce scatter in the relationship to %Cc.  
We have previously reported that in failing samples the TTs may also become misaligned 
with respect to the z-disk [10,12] and Figure 5D shows the first detailed analysis of the 
relationship between the fraction of the TT skeleton that was in a transverse direction (i.e. 
approximately parallel to the z-disk) and local wall shortening. For this measure, the 
correlation is clearly better than any of the previous measures; the loss of regional 
contractile performance being closely related to transverse directionality of TTs. While this 
measure produced precise estimates of t-tubule direction, it was was numerically complex 
so the simpler Tfilt (see Methods) was also applied. Figure 5E shows the relationship 
between Tfilt and %Cc and while the scatter was increased over T60-120, this measure also 
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appeared to be superior to Tpower in its ability to document the degree of TT disarray 
underlying the change in %Cc. 
3.4 Statisical analysis and classification 
We carried out detailed statistical analyses of our data using two separate methods (i) a 
multivariate linear regression model assuming independent and identically distributed 
errors and (ii) a conditional inference tree [29] (which is similar to the well-known 
classification and regression tree (CART) methodology [30]). For the regression, we 
investigated a number of alternative models, some including log data transformations, but 
a linear model proved most satisfactory. We started with all TT metrics and then dropped 
them one by one by using the worst F-statistic to identify a model that had the best fit to 
regional contractile performance and provide the best definition of ‗t-tubule disease‘. Table. 
2 summarizes this analysis, showing the final retained metrics, regression coefficients, 
standard errors and p-values. Tpower and T60-120 were both highly significant predictors for 
the loss of regional contraction.  
The simpler Tfilt measure was also strongly linked to regional contraction (Figure 5E). 
However, it was also highly co-linear with the more computationally complex T60-120 metric 
which might be expected since both are measures of TT direction. Thus when both were 
included in the linear model Tfilt appeared not to be significant when, in fact, it was also a 
good predictor (i.e. Tfilt without T60-120 was significant at p = 7.9 x 10
-5). Since Tfilt is easier 
to compute, we recommend that it be considered for use in future studies as a quantitative 
measure of TT disease and is superior to the commonly used Tpower and Tarea metrics. 
Although the model fitted slightly better when our indirect measure of TT width (Tarea/skel) 
was included (and which was kept in the final model), this measure is derived from both 
Tarea and Tskel and visual inspection (Figure 4F) suggested that Tarea/skel was not, by itself, 
tightly linked to %Cc. 
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Analysis of our data with the conditional inference tree method also identified the T60-120 
and Tpower variables to be highly influential and the tree fit was slightly better than for linear 
regression. MRI and modelling studies have shown that a %Cc ~<10% is associated with 
an ejection fraction of ~<50%, the latter being a threshold for diagnosis of cardiac 
myopathy/mild heart failure (e.g. [23,31]) and this %Cc is >4 standard deviations below 
that seen in normal humans [22] and Figure 2C).  Using this criterion it is possible to 
separate the regional samples into near normal (N) and diseased (D) groups. With this 
definition of disease we could then examine the relationship of our metrics to the disease 
classification. Since the derangment of TT stucture is not easily captured by a single 
metric, we selected the two best performing metrics that captured TT abundance and 
directionality (Tpower and T120-16 respectively)  and performed a cluster analysis as shown in 
Figure 6A. From this, a conditional inference tree classification was constructed as shown 
in Figure 6B, which uses the TT metrics to decide if, from the TT metrics, a %Cc of more 
(N) or less (D) than 10% would have been present (see discussion). Put another way, this 
the cluster analysis and derived classification tree also defines the extent of ‗t-tubule 
disease‘ (as a structural abnormality) that is associated with significantly impaired 
contraction (i.e. <10% Cc equating to an EF <50%). 
4. Discussion 
We have measured the regional variability in ventricular contraction in human heart failure 
to examine the link between t-tubule changes and local myocardial performance. This 
potentially circumvents two major issues in tissue level studies on human heart failure; (i) 
the difficulty in finding age matched ―healthy‖ tissue and (ii) the confounding effects of the 
potent drug therapies that heart failure patients receive. We suggest that tissues samples 
from the failing heart in regions of stronger contraction could be viewed as a differential  
‗control‘ sample for myocardial disease processes that compromise contractility as they 
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experience the same neuro-humoral and drug environment as regions of much poorer 
function. This differential analysis then has the potential to distinguish between intrinsic vs. 
extrinsic factors as well as pathways which are related to impaired contractile 
performance. Using this approach, we have shown for the first time that contractile 
function, as measured by tagged cMRI, is strongly associated with TT integrity within 
failing human hearts.  
4.1 TT organization and regional Contraction 
Although the different TT metrics captured different aspects of TT morphology, in general 
there as a good correlation between worsening organization/abundance and %Cc. 
Unexpectedly, there were areas without obvious TT disruption in regions with good 
contraction in failing hearts (compare Figure 3A with 3B and Figure 4A,B with 4C, 4G and 
4I), which may help explain some previous apparently contradictory results [13,14,16]. In 
marked contrast to the gross TT disorganization seen in weakly contracting regions, the z-
lines and sarcomeric organization appeared generally well preserved in these end-stage 
failure samples (Figure 3E and 3F).  
We found that t-tubule directionality (T60-120 , Tfilt) was most strongly correlated with local 
contractile function (p<0.001) in end-stage failure. While measures of TT abundance 
(Tpower, Tarea and Tskel) also showed significant correlations, Tarea and Tskel were more 
weakly linked to contractile performance, a result that may be explained by the problem of 
thresholding images of a t-system that undergoes dilation (as also suggested by the slope 
of the relationship between Tarea/skel and %Cc) and the problem of selecting ‗correct‘ 
thresholds in regions with different labelling intensity -as previously noted  [13,16].  
4.2 Linkage of TT disorganization to regional contraction. 
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Our data strongy support the idea that t-tubule remodeling is responsible for at least a part 
of the contractile deficit seem in human heart failure [12]. This is likely to arise from both a 
reduction in the number of dyadic junctions between the t-tubules and sarcoplasmic 
reticulum (leading to imhomogeneities in Ca2+ release and the amplitude of the Ca2+ 
traneint) as well as the different distribution of ion channels that are expressed on the t-
tubules compared to sarcolemma [32] which could impact on action potential morphology. 
Since there was regional variability in the extent of t-tubule disruption in each patient 
examined, the latter may also contribute to action potential heterogeneity [33] which, along 
with fibrosis [34], may contribute to the risk for sudden cardiac death.  
4.3 How might TTs become disorganized? 
Since general sarcomeric organization was generally well preserved and did not show a 
loss in z-line directionality (Figure 3D-F), we conclude that TTs must either become partly 
detached from their z-line achors or fail to attach properly to anchors during TT formation. 
This could be the result of shear forces that will develop between regions of weaker and 
stronger contraction due to the tissue continuity around the heart. At the cellular level, 
inhomogeneities in Ca2+ release due to local loss of TTs [35] may result in differential 
movement of sarcomeres and this could cause some (unknown) weakening in the protein 
anchors between z-lines and TT membranes which manifests as a loss in TT directionality 
and/or abundance. Such an effect would be exacerbated by any misregistration of 
sarcomeres across the cell [25]. Regardless of the cause, it is well established (from 
animal models -for review see [5,36]) that such structural abnormalities in TTs will impact 
on the efficiency of EC coupling and this provides the necessary mechanistic link between 
the presence of ‗t-tubule disease‘ (as defined here from the cellular structural abnormality) 
and cardiac contractility.  
4.4 Linking TT disorganization to contractility  
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As illustrated in Figure 6B, a conditional inference tree can also be used in a diagnostic 
mode after defining the criterion for disease. Using a reasonable Cc of -10% as a criterion, 
we showed classification of our regional samples into near normal and diseased groups. It 
is clear that t-tubule disease is not present in all regions of failing hearts and regions which 
showed no disease (by this classification) are a major contribitor to the contraction of the 
failing hearts. For a new sample, one can assess the presence of `t-tubule disease‘ by 
following the tree from its root, for example, if the T60-120 value is >26 one follows the first 
left branch, and if Tpower is also < 0.69 the subsequent right branch predicts a likely of Cc < 
5.8% which would be predictive of a very severe contractile deficit due to TT disruption. 
This classification tree showed that none of the normal heart donors had evidence for ‗t-
tubule disease‘ although simply using individual metrics might have suggested otherwise 
(see distribution of black circles in Fig. 5). 
5. Conclusion 
The methods we have demonstrated here should be applicable to other correlative studies 
on the cellular and tissue basis of human heart failure. cMRI coupled with regional 
sampling provides a powerful way to link cellular changes with contractile deficits within 
single hearts and avoids the uncertainty that random sampling of an inhomgenious tissue 
response introduces. It could also be used to examine/rule out the effect of extrinsic 
factors (such as drugs, neurohumoral status etc.) on cardiac contractility. Finally, it is clear 
that the progression of ‗t-tubule disease‘ in damaged myocardium is inhomogenious, but 
likely to be a major factor in the impaired contractility of the failing human heart.  
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Figure 1. Illustration of image processing methods and derivation of TT metrics. A shows a 
typical power spectrum derived from TT WGA labelling. B shows an enlarged region of TT 
labelling (diseased sample) and C the thresholded image. D shows the topological 
skeleton of C. The calculated angles of the skeleton are shown in E with the color coding 
shown at right. F shows the application of Sobel filters to give transverse (green) and 
longitudinal (red) skeleton elements. 
Figure 2. Regional sampling from cMRI. Panel A shows a typical heart short axis view of a 
patient with idiopathic dilated cardiomyopathy, the tagging marks are fitted by a model 
computer grid whose dimensions during the contraction/relaxation cycle give regional 
circumferential contration (%Cc). B shows regional shortening from two regions identified 
by color in A. Note the marked difference in contractile performance between these 
regions. For reference, shortening from a normal human heart cMRI is shown in blue. 
Panel C shows %Cc a sample of for healthy volunteers and heart failure patients. The 
symbols denote septum (circles) versus LV free wall (squares).  
Figure 3. t-tubule and sarcomere labeling. Panels A,B and C show exemplar confocal 
micrographs of WGA stained t-tubules from normal, strongly contracting (Cc > 12%) and 
weakly contracting (Cc <1.8%) diseased hearts respectively. Panels D,E and F show z-
lines (alpha actinin labelled) of same regions as shown in panels A, B and C respectively.  
Figure 4. Lower magnification views of WGA labelling of t-tubules in failing human heart 
regions with variable levels of fractional shortening (%Cc). Panel A shows normal left 
ventricle (LV) and panel B shows normal septum (S) labelling. Panel C shows labelling of 
idiopathic LV (patient 1) with strong fractional shortening (12%Cc) and panel D shows S 
labelling associated with weak fractional shortening (6.2%Cc) from the same patient shown 
in panel C. Panel E shows labelling of an idiopathic LV (patient 2) with strong fractional 
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shortening (13%Cc) and panel F shows labelling in a region with weak fractional 
shortening (4.5%Cc) (same patient shown in panel E). Panel G shows isolated non-
compaction LV (patient 3) with strong fractional shortening (16%Cc) and panel H shows S 
labelling with weak fractional shortening (1.8%Cc) (same patient as shown in panel G). 
Panel I shows isolated non-compaction LV (patient 4) with strong fractional shortening 
(12%Cc) while panel J shows LV labelling associated with weak fractional shortening 
(5.2%Cc) from same patient shown in panel I. Panel K shows hypertrophic LV (patient 5) 
with strong fraction shortening (15%Cc) while panel L shows S labelling associated with 
moderate fractional shortening (9%Cc) from the same patient as shown in panel K. 
Figure 5. Human t-tubule morphological analysis. Panel A shows the relationship between 
Tpower and %Cc for all samples analyzed. In all panels, each patient is indicated by a 
different color (see below) and error bars are 1SE. B Tarea measured by pixel thresholding. 
C Tskel measured from the skeleton of the thresholded area image. D shows the 
percentage of TTs that are within 30 degrees of being transverse to the long axis of the 
cell (T60-120). E the fraction of energy retained by transverse and longitudinal Sobel filters –
note the close similarity of this metric to T60-120 (panel D). F shows a proxy for mean TT 
diameter derived by the division of Tarea by Tskel. In all panels a Deming regression line is 
shown to summarise the relationship between the TT metric and %Cc for the diseased 
samples only with samples from normal hearts being shown by black circles at an 
assumed 20%Cc. Analysis of samples from patient 1 (table 1) is shown in dark green; 
patient 2 in light green; patient 3 in red; patient 4 in dark blue; patient 5 in light blue. 
Figure 6. Panel A shows all HF samples plotted according to the Tpower and T60-120 metrics 
with D indicating Cc <10% and N indicating Cc >= 10% and coloured accorded to their 
%Cc values as indicated in the inset. The stars and ellipses show the means and 
covariances of the best classification with the green ellipse indicating the estimated shape 
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of the N cases and the three red ellipses the same for the D cases. B shows a possible 
decision tree for t-tubule disease based on the metrics described here. 
 
Table 1. Patient details. Abbreviations: LV left ventricle, S septum. Values in parentheses 
are percent circumferential shortening of the tissue regions analysed 
Table 2. Best fit model. TT metrics retained in the final model showing regression 
coefficients, standard errors and p-values. 
 




1, Idiopathic 21 Male LV (12), LV (6.2), S 
(2.0) 
90/60 aspirin, bendrofluazide, 
carveilol, cilazapril, 
frusemide,  slow-K, 
spironolactone 
2, Idiopathic 49 Female LV (13), LV ( 5.0), S 
(4.5) 





35 Male LV (16), LV (8.7), S 
(1.8) 




23 Male LV (12), LV (5.2), S 
(1.5) 




52 Male LV (15), S (9.0) 105/70 carvedilol, frusemide, 




 Variable Coefficient Standard Error p-value (from F) 
Intercept -6.16 2.23 0.0066 
Tpower -2.70 1.02 0.0087 
T60-120 -0.18 0.034 3.1 x 10-7 
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